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ABSTRACT
We develop a new framework for inferring models of transcriptional regulation. The models,
which we call physical network models, are annotated molecular interaction graphs. The
attributes in the model correspond to veriﬁable properties of the underlying biological system
such as the existence of protein–protein and protein–DNA interactions, the directionality
of signal transduction in protein–protein interactions, as well as signs of the immediate
effects of these interactions. Possible conﬁgurations of these variables are constrained by
the available data sources. Some of the data sources, such as factor-binding data, involve
measurements that are directly tied to the variables in the model. Other sources, such as gene
knock-outs, are functional in nature and provide only indirect evidence about the variables.
We associate each observed knock-out effect in the deletion mutant data with a set of causal
paths (molecular cascades) that could in principle explain the effect, resulting in aggregate
constraints about the physical variables in the model. The most likely settings of all the
variables, specifying the most likely graph annotations, are found by a recursive application
of the max-product algorithm. By testing our approach on datasets related to the pheromone
response pathway in S. cerevisiae, we demonstrate that the resulting model is consistent with
previous studies about the pathway. Moreover, we successfully predict gene knock-out effects
with a high degree of accuracy in a cross-validation setting. When applying this approach
genome-wide, we extract submodels consistent with previous studies. The approach can be
readily extended to other data sources or to facilitate automated experimental design.
Key words: physical network, gene regulation, data integration.

1. INTRODUCTION

U

nderstanding transcriptional regulation is a leading problem in contemporary biology. The
challenge arises in part from the apparent complexity of regulatory systems. Indeed, regulatory systems involve diverse physical mechanisms of control and complex interconnected networks of molecular
interactions mediating such mechanisms. To unravel such systems effectively, we need both sufﬁcient experimental data probing relevant aspects of such systems as well as computational approaches that aid in
the large scale reconstruction of the underlying molecular biology.
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It is reasonable to start with simpliﬁed models. The speciﬁcity of transcription factor-promoter bindings
and cascades of protein modiﬁcations or interactions form the basis of transcriptional initiation and signal
transduction pathways. These two mechanisms form a crude yet effective picture of gene regulation.
Speciﬁcally, external stimuli are propagated via signal transduction pathways to activate transcription
factors, which in turn bind to promoters to enable or repress transcription of the associated genes. Several
genomewide datasets are already available related to protein–DNA and protein–protein interactions (e.g.,
Deane et al., 2002; Ito et al., 2001; Lee et al., 2002; Uetz et al., 2000). Such interactions constitute the
basic network of physical interactions employed in regulatory control. Consistent with previous approaches,
we build on the assumption that gene regulatory processes are carried out along pathways of physical
interaction networks.
Pathways of molecular interactions are necessary but not sufﬁcient elements to understand gene regulation. Other properties along the molecular pathways need to be annotated. For example, immediate effects
of molecular interactions along a pathway (activation/repression) are necessary to gauge the downstream
regulatory effects. Similarly, it is necessary to understand the direction of information ﬂow along the
pathways, such as directionality of protein modiﬁcations or interactions, or whether potential pathways
represented in the molecular interaction network are “active” or ever used in the cell, e.g., due to protein
localization. Such properties are not evident in the data pertaining directly to isolated molecular interactions. Instead, they typically have to be inferred indirectly, for example, via the effects of gene deletions.
We proceed to annotate molecular interactions with such properties and infer them from the available data.
We propose a modeling framework for inferring annotated molecular interaction networks by integrating multiple sources of data. The different types of available data either directly constrain the types of
interactions present (protein–DNA and protein–protein data) or tie together possible annotations of interactions along pathways (gene deletions). In our model, the existence of interactions and their annotations
are represented by variables; each annotated interaction network is represented by a particular setting of
all the variables. The available data biases the setting of the variables, therefore giving rise to the most
likely hypothesis about the annotated interactions networks. The output of the physical network modeling
approach is one (or multiple) annotated physical network, including the presence of speciﬁc interactions,
causal directions and immediate effects of such interactions, and active pathways.
Our modeling approach is inspired by early works of Ideker et al. (2001, 2002). They demonstrated
that genes along the same biological pathways tend to be coexpressed and developed an algorithm which
identiﬁed active subnetworks of physical interactions that exhibit signiﬁcant expression changes over a
subset of conditions. Our contribution follows a number of other computational approaches proposed
towards uncovering regulatory models. An early work of gene expression analysis with Bayesian networks
by Hartemink et al. (2002) incorporated protein–DNA binding data as a prior to the Bayesian network.
A recent work of high-throughput chromatin IP experiments by Lee et al. (2002) also identiﬁed “modules”
of transcription factors that coregulate gene expression from both protein–DNA binding and gene expression
data. A more comprehensive approach to data integration based on probabilistic relation models was
proposed by Segal et al. (2002). We deviate from these approaches by explicitly focusing on the problem
of inferring annotated molecular interaction networks and by relying on pathways of interactions as the
mechanism of regulatory control. Our modeling approach also incorporates the uncertainty about the
annotated networks. This paper is an extension of our work on physical network models published in
RECOMB 2003 (Yeang et al., 2003).
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces the concept, elements, and assumptions
about physical network models. Section 3 describes how the available data sources are associated with the
variables in the model. We also provide a toy example to illustrate the formal approach. Section 4 provides
the inference algorithm, with technical details left in the appendix. In Section 5, we demonstrate the
approach ﬁrst in the context of a small but well-understood subsystem in yeast (mating response pathway),
followed by a genomewide analysis. In Section 6, we discuss immediate extensions of the approach.

2. ELEMENTS OF PHYSICAL NETWORK MODELS
The physical network models are based on a skeleton graph constituting the set of possible molecular
interactions to be considered as well as the properties associated with the edges of this graph. The edge
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properties are encoded as variables; the variables we consider here include presence/absence of interactions,
causal direction, and immediate activating/repressing effects of interactions. A conﬁguration is a speciﬁc
setting of the variables and corresponds to a particular realization of the annotated molecular interaction
graph. We can bias the setting of the variables, the conﬁguration, based on the available data sources. In this
modeling approach, the goal is to ﬁnd the setting of the variables most consistent with the available data.
We start by discussing the key aspects of the model and our simplifying assumptions in a bit more detail.

2.1. Skeleton graph
A realization of the physical network model is an annotated graph, where the nodes are associated with
genes (or their protein products) and edges correspond to pairwise molecular interactions. We consider
here two types of edges: protein–DNA and protein–protein interactions. The basic network which contains
possible molecular interactions is called a skeleton graph. Formally, the skeleton graph G = (V , EG ∪ ĒG )
is deﬁned as a directed (possibly cyclic) graph. The set V is the set of vertices corresponding to genes or
their protein products, EG is the set of edges corresponding to possible protein–DNA interactions, and ĒG
is the set of edges denoting possible protein–protein interactions. The directionality of an edge denotes the
causal direction along a regulatory process. The direction of a protein–DNA edge is determined a priori.
In contrast, the direction of a protein–protein edge is initially undetermined as we do not necessarily know
the regulatory processes where the interaction occurs. We view a protein–protein edge as an undirected
edge whose direction will be inferred from data.
In this simple representation, we do not distinguish between the DNA sequence, mRNA template, or the
protein product of a gene. Two genes g1 and g2 can be therefore linked by protein–protein and protein–
DNA edges. In the former case, vertices play the role of protein products, whereas in the latter case we
interpret the protein to bind to the promoter region of the affected gene. Each pathway still has a clear
interpretation in this collapsed notation so long as we use the implied meaning of the nodes along the
pathway.
Without any data, all the interactions in the skeleton graph are possible. The graph G containing all
possible physical interactions could in principle be a complete graph (where there are three edges connecting
each pair of vertices). Allowing all possible interactions is computationally burdensome and unnecessary
in larger systems. We restrict the set of possible interactions a priori by excluding physical interactions
lacking conﬁdent support in the available data. We demonstrate in Section 5 that the modeling results are
robust against any conﬁdence thresholds used to ﬁlter out unlikely protein–DNA interactions.

2.2. Core model attributes
The skeleton graph provides only a template of possible pairwise molecular bindings. In order to make
predictions about regulatory effects, it is necessary to annotate the skeleton graph with various attributes.
The attributes are selected based on their relevance to regulatory pathways (see assumptions below). The
attributes will also have to stand to receive some support either directly or indirectly from the available
data. Accordingly, we deﬁne the following core variables:
• XE = {xei : ei ∈ EG }, a collection of binary (0/1) variables denoting the presence or absence of
G
protein–DNA interactions.
• XĒ = {xēj : ēj ∈ ĒG }, an analogous collection of binary variables indicating whether speciﬁc protein–
G
protein interactions are present.
• SE = {sei : ei ∈ EG } and SĒ = {sēi : ēi ∈ ĒG } annotate pairwise interactions or edges with activation
G
G
or repression. We interpret these as signs of the edges.
• DĒ = {dēi : ēi ∈ ĒG }, a collection of binary variables denoting the directions of protein–protein
G
interactions. The direction of an edge speciﬁes the causal direction of how the interaction is used in a
signal transduction cascade. For simplicity, we assume here that each edge in ĒG has only one directional
annotation, essentially reducing the protein–protein interactions to (inferred) directed edges.
We will introduce additional variables such as the selection of active pathways in the process of associating the core attributes with observed data.
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2.3. Modeling assumptions and limitations
We have adopted the following assumptions to cope with the limited data.
1. We view cascades of molecular interactions as the primary causal mechanisms underlying gene regulation. Other mechanisms, such as chromatin modiﬁcation, alternative splicing, or signal transduction via
small molecules, are currently overlooked in the model.
2. We assume that the effect of gene deletions (for most genes) propagates along the molecular cascades
represented in the model. We do not consider combinatorial interactions, such as complex formation,
parallel pathways, or competitive binding. Such issues will be addressed in later work.
3. We collapse protein–protein interactions together with protein modiﬁcation (e.g., phosphorylation).
Many phosphorylation reactions are transient and may have been missed in the available protein–
protein data. Moreover, we consider only the case that each protein–protein interaction possesses a
unique direction in the pathways in which it participates. While this is clearly not always correct, the
assumption serves to further constrain the model when the available data is limited.
4. All the data used in this paper are collected under normal growth conditions (rich media) in yeast. We
assume that the regulatory circuitry is not radically changed following a knock-out, at least not in terms
of how the effects of the deletion are propagated.
5. By limiting ourselves to the skeleton graph, we may be affected by false negatives, interactions without
any support in the available interaction data. This simpliﬁcation can be problematic if an important link
is missing from the physical data. We do not consider remedies to this problem.
These simpliﬁcations limit both the ﬂexibility and interpretability of the resulting physical network
models (annotated graphs). Some of the assumptions can be removed, for example, by including additional
mechanisms such as chromatin remodeling. Others can be relaxed as more high-quality data becomes
available. We view the current formulation as a limited instantiation of a more general physical network
modeling framework.

3. DATA ASSOCIATION
The values of the variables specifying the physical network model can be inferred from the available
data. To achieve this, we must tie the setting of the variables to speciﬁc measurements. Some of the variables, such as presence or absence of protein–DNA interactions, can be directly associated with individual
measurements. Others, such as the signs of the edges denoting either repressive or activating interactions,
need to be inferred indirectly based on responses to gene deletions. We begin with a brief overview of the
data association problem, then describe the association for each type of data in detail. Notation used in
Section 3 is summarized in Table 1.

3.1. Overview of data association
We categorize the available data sources into two types: direct physical and indirect functional data.
Physical data directly pertains to molecular interactions, such as protein–protein and protein–DNA interactions. On this level of resolution, there is no inherent ambiguity in interpreting binding data of this type.
Indirect functional measurements, on the other hand, pertain to series of underlying molecular interactions
and effects. Inherent ambiguity exists in associating the measured effects with the properties of the molecular cascades that the effects are assumed propagate along. For example, a pathway may involve both
repressive and activating components but only the aggregate effect is measured. Moreover, there may be
multiple pathways underlying the transcriptional changes in response to a knock-out.
It is fairly straightforward to incorporate direct physical measurements into the model. The variable in
question is tied to a noisy measurement via an observation (sensor) model. The observation or sensor model
is needed to properly bias the values based on noisy measurements. In our context, we express this bias
in terms of potential functions. For example, for a binary variable x indicating the presence/absence of a
protein–DNA edge, the measurements pertaining to this variable are incorporated into the model according to


P (data|x = 1) x
φ(x) =
.
(1)
P (data|x = 0)
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Table 1.

Notation Summary

Notation

Deﬁnition

ei
xei
yei
φei
ēi
xēi
yēi
dēi
sēi (sei )
φēi
f1
f2
f3
f4
b
kij
σij a
oij
φij
ψij a
ψijOR
ψij
Pxmax (x)

a protein–DNA edge
presence of edge ei
measurement of xei
potential function of protein–DNA measurement
a protein–protein edge
presence of edge ēi
measurement of xēi
direction of edge ēi
sign of edge ēi (ei )
potential function of protein–protein measurement
indicator that a protein pair appears in DIP
indicator that a protein–protein interaction is reported in multiple sources
indicator that a protein–protein interaction is validated in PVM test
indicator that a protein–protein interaction appears in small-scale experiments
indicator that a protein–protein interaction occurs
knock-out effect from gene i to gene j
indicator that path πa is active in explaining kij
measurement of kij
potential function of knock-out effect measurement
potential function of knock-out effect explanation with a single path
potential function for path selection
potential function of knock-out effect explanation
max-marginal probability of x

The likelihood ratio is deﬁned in detail later in the paper. The value of x more consistent with the observed
data yields a higher value of the potential function. Potential functions as likelihood ratios are combined
by multiplication across independent observations.
The association of indirect measurements, such as knock-out effects, with the attributes in the model
involves two steps. First, for each gene, we introduce a new unobserved variable indicating the actual
knock-out effect (up/down regulated, unaffected). This variable has direct evidence in terms of the measured
expression changes and thus can be linked to the data as discussed above. Second, we tie together the
actual knock-out effect with candidate pathways mediating the response from the deleted gene to the gene
in question. Any active pathway must be consistent with the actual (ideal) knock-out effect. In other words,
the protein–protein and protein–DNA edges must exist and be directed along the candidate pathway, and the
aggregate effect of activation/repression must match the end effect. A detailed mapping from observations
to potential functions will be provided after the toy example.
3.1.1. A toy example of data association. We illustrate here the data association procedure with a toy
example. The skeleton graph corresponding to this example is shown in Fig. 1. For simplicity, we assume
that all the edges are protein–DNA interactions and so their directions are speciﬁed a priori. The only
variables in the physical network model encode the presence/absence of each edge, variables x1 , . . . , x5 ,
and the edge signs, variables s1 , . . . , s5 .
We begin by building the potential functions for biasing the presence of edges. From the error model
used in protein–DNA measurements, we obtain the likelihood ratio for the potential function (see later
sections for a detailed procedure). We assume that the likelihood ratio is the same for all edges and has
the value 0.9, indicating a slight bias against an edge. The potential function is therefore φ(xi ) = (0.9)xi .
Suppose the only data available is from the g1 deletion experiment (denoted as g1 ) and only g4
is signiﬁcantly down-regulated in response to the knock-out. For simplicity, we assume further that the
knock-out effect (g1 , g4 , −) (g1 deleted, g4 down-regulated) is very clear and so we can take this to be
the actual knock-out effect.
There are two explanations for this effect given by the two alternative paths from g1 to g4 . For a path to
explain the knock-out effect, all the edges along the path must be present and the aggregate sign along the
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FIG. 1.

A simple example of a physical interaction network.

path must be the negative of the knock-out effect (because the deletion itself is negative). These constraints
can be translated into the following potential function:

ψ1 (x1 , . . . , x4 , s1 , . . . , s4 ) =

1
0.01

if (x1 = x2 = 1, s1 · s2 = +1) ∨ (x3 = x4 = 1, s3 · s4 = +1)
otherwise

(2)

where ∨ denotes logical OR. The small value 0.01 allows for the possibility that the knock-out effect is
due to causes other than those expressible in the model.
The potential functions φ(xi ) s and ψ1 (·) now deﬁne a joint distribution over the settings of the variables
X = {x1 , . . . , x5 } and S = {s1 , . . . , s5 }:
P (X, S) ∝

 5



φi (xi ) · ψ1 (x1 , . . . , x4 , s1 , . . . , s4 ).

(3)

i=1

The most likely conﬁgurations are given by
(x1 , . . . , x5 , s1 , . . . , s5 ) = (1, 1, 0, 0, 0, +1, +1, ∗, ∗, ∗)
(1, 1, 0, 0, 0, −1, −1, ∗, ∗, ∗)
(0, 0, 1, 1, 0, ∗, ∗, +1, +1, ∗)
(0, 0, 1, 1, 0, ∗, ∗, −1, −1, ∗)

(4)

where ∗ indicates that either value is permitted. The conﬁgurations represent the fact that either path (e1 , e2 )
or (e3 , e4 ) must exist with consistent aggregate signs. The conﬁgurations corresponding to the possibility
that both paths explain the knock-out effect (i.e., x1 = x2 = x3 = x4 = 1) have lower probabilities because
of the biases against including individual edges.
The more data are available, the more constraints are imposed on the possible conﬁgurations. For
example, suppose we conduct an additional experiment, deleting gene g3 , and ﬁnd that g4 is downregulated. This extra evidence will reduce the most likely conﬁgurations to
(x1 , . . . , x5 , s1 , . . . , s5 ) = (0, 0, 1, 1, 0, ∗, ∗, +1, +1, ∗).

(5)

3.2. Data sources
We use three types of data to estimate the physical network models pertaining to S. cerevisiae: protein–
DNA, protein–protein, and single gene knock-out expression data.
The protein–DNA interactions come from data generated from high throughput chromatin immunoprecipitation experiments (location analysis) (Lee et al., 2002). The dataset contains the binding proﬁles of 106
transcription factors under normal conditions. Rather than reporting a binary proﬁle for each transcription
factor (where it binds), the dataset contains a conﬁdence value (p-value) for each potential binding event,
evaluated based on a heuristic error model.
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Protein–protein interaction data is available in several on-line databases, such as DIP1 and BIND.2 The
data comes from either high-throughput experiments or small-scale assays. High-throughput experiments
tend to have high error rates. For example, results of two independent yeast two-hybrid systems under
the same condition may have little overlap (Ito et al., 2001; Uetz et al., 2000). Since the data is prone
to errors, it is necessary to incorporate the information in a probabilistic fashion. We use the data from
DIP as it provides false positive and false negative rates based on independent experiments (Deane et al.,
2001). Accordingly, interactions reported in small-scale experiments or those that have been conﬁrmed in
multiple types of experiments accompany higher conﬁdence values.
The expression data for single gene knock-outs comes from the Rosetta compendium dataset (Hughes
et al., 2000). This dataset contains the expression proﬁles of 276 different gene deletion mutants and
24 experiments under chemical treatments. Few of the deletion mutants are double knock-outs. For the
purposes of this paper, we only use the single gene knock-out experiments.
We decompose each data source into sets of pairwise observations. For example, factor A binds to
promoter B, protein A binds to protein B, deleting gene A either up/down regulates gene B or leaves
it unaffected. Strictly speaking, such pairwise observations are not necessarily independent (experimental
variations may result in correlated outcomes). We nevertheless adopt the independent assumption but note
that the assumption can be easily removed if such correlating events can be identiﬁed.

3.3. Potentials and protein–DNA data
The chromatin IP (location analysis) experiments provide a p-value for each pair of transcription factor
and an intergenic region. This conﬁdence value reﬂects the relative abundance of the promoter DNA
segments enriched by chIP in comparison to unenriched segments. We show here how the conﬁdence
values can be transformed into reasonable potential functions.
Let YEG = {yei : ei ∈ EG } denote the variables corresponding to actual measurements in location analysis
(not p-values). The values of these variables are ﬁxed by the data. The potential function associated with
a speciﬁc binding event φei (xei ; yei ) is deﬁned based on the following likelihood ratio:


P (yei |xei = 1) xei
.
(6)
φei (xei ; yei ) =
P (yei |xei = 0)
Note that the potential function is a function only of xei (whether binding took place) since yei is ﬁxed by
the available data. The difﬁculty here is that we do not have access to the likelihood ratio indicated above
but only the p-values evaluated (currently) based on a heuristic error model. We proceed to recover the
likelihood ratio from the p-value and the associated sample sizes.
We assume that the p-value comes from testing the null hypothesis H0 (xei = 0, the binding does
not occur) against the alternative hypothesis H1 (xei = 1, the binding occurs). Under certain regularity
conditions the asymptotic sampling distribution of the log likelihood ratio statistic is χ 2 with degrees of
freedom equal to one, assuming the difference in the degrees of freedom in the two hypotheses is one. We
assume that the extra degree of freedom in the alternative hypothesis comes from the unknown binding
afﬁnity. The value of the log-likelihood ratio statistic can be recovered simply by
L = 2 log

P (yei |H1 )
= F −1 (1 − p)
P (yei |H0 )

(7)

where p is the reported p-value and F (.) is the cumulative χ 2 distribution with one degree of freedom.
The probabilities P (yei |H0 ) and P (yei |H1 ) in the log-likelihood ratio statistic are, however, ﬁtted to the
data. To recover a likelihood ratio that is appropriate for biasing the binding event one way or the other,
we interpret P (yei |xei ) as a Bayesian marginal likelihood that has a simple asymptotic approximation
(Schwarz, 1978): for example,
P (yei |xei = 1) ≈ P (yei |H1 )e−(d1 /2) log(n)
1 www.dip.doe-mbi.ucla.edu/
2 www.bind.ca/index.phtml?page=databases

(8)
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where P (yei |H1 ) involves a maximum likelihood ﬁt, d1 is the number of degrees of freedom in H1 , and
n is the sample size from which the p-value was computed (the number of replicates; n = 3 in our case).
Thus,
P (yei |xei = 1)
P (yei |H1 ) (d0 −d1 )/2 log(n)
1
= eL/2− 2 log(n) .
≈
e
P (yei |xei = 0)
P (yei |H0 )

(9)

where n = 3. To get this result, we have employed several asymptotic approximations that are not valid
in the current setting. However, we believe that the resulting potential function provides a reasonable
mapping from the available heuristic p-value to likelihood ratios, in the absence of veriﬁed training cases.
When a sufﬁcient number of veriﬁed cases are available, we can directly estimate a parametric model
P (pei |xei = 1), where the p-values are treated as observations.

3.4. Potentials and protein–protein data
The available protein–protein interactions come from multiple sources and lack a coherent overall error
model governing the experimental outcomes. Interactions reported from small-scale experiments or those
supported by multiple experiments are generally more reliable than high-throughput assays. The DIP
dataset can be subdivided into subsets of small-scale experimental outcomes and those veriﬁed in multiple
experiments. We use empirical results of Deane et al. (2001) to estimate the error rates for each protein
pair.
Deane et al. performed two independent tests, ERP and PVM, on DIP and its subsets to gauge the level
and type of errors introduced. EPR examines the distribution of the Euclidean distances between expression
proﬁles of protein pairs and uses this information to estimate the false positive rate of a set of protein
pairs. PVM, on the other hand, veriﬁes whether paralogs of a protein pair also bind and give corresponding
conﬁdence measures. Each pair (g1 , g2 ) of proteins has four binary labels: whether it appears in the DIP
dataset (f1 ), whether it is reported from multiple sources (f2 ), whether it is validated in the PVM test (f3 ),
and whether it appears in small-scale experiments (f4 ). Each labeling is treated as an independent piece of
evidence concerning whether g1 and g2 interact, represented here with a binary 0/1 variable b. EPR analysis
provides P (b = 1|f1 = 1) = 0.5, P (b = 1|f2 = 1) = 0.85, whereas PVM gives P (f3 = 1|b = 0) = 0.05,
P (f3 = 1|b = 1) = 0.5. The protein pairs with labeling f4 = 1 (i.e., reported in small-scale experiments)
were taken as correct interactions so that P (b = 1|f4 = 1) = 1. We will relax this slightly by using
P (b = 1|f4 = 1) = 1 − & for small & > 0.
The analysis of Deane et al. did not report P (b = 1|f1 = 0), P (b = 1|f2 = 0), or P (b = 1|f4 = 0).
We assume here that the absence of a protein pair from a given subset provides no additional information
about the interaction. We therefore omit any evidence from f1 , f2 , or f4 when their values are 0. More
precisely, we assume that P (b = 1|fi = 0) = P (b = 0|fi = 0) for i = 1, 2, 4.
We can now specify the potential function φe¯i (xēi ; yēi ) for selecting protein–protein edges. Here, yēi ,
and similarly the set YĒ = {yēj : ēj ∈ ĒG }, represents the available information about protein–protein
interactions. The potential function is based on a likelihood ratio as before, where the likelihood ratio is
given by
P (yēi |xēi = 1)
P (f1 , f2 , f3 , f4 |b = 1)
≡
.
P (yēi |xēi = 0)
P (f1 , f2 , f3 , f4 |b = 0)

(10)

Assuming the labels are conditionally independent given the known state of interaction or b,
P (f1 , f2 , f3 , f4 |b) =

4


P (fi |b),

(11)

i=1

and by using Bayes law to transform the components into the form available from the analysis of Deane
et al., we ﬁnally get
P (f1 , f2 , f3 , f4 |b = 1)
P 3 (b = 0)P (b = 1|f1 )P (b = 1|f2 )P (f3 |b = 1)P (b = 1|f4 )
= 3
P (f1 , f2 , f3 , f4 |b = 0)
P (b = 1)P (b = 0|f1 )P (b = 0|f2 )P (f3 |b = 0)P (b = 0|f4 )

(12)
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where P (b), P (b|f1 ), P (b|f2 ), P (b|f4 ), and P (f3 |b) can be substituted with empirical values obtained
from EPR and PVM tests.

3.5. Potentials and single gene knock-outs
We aim to explain only signiﬁcant activation/repression responses of genes following a knockout. The
signiﬁcance is based on the available error model for the expression measurements. The rationale for this
restriction is that there are many possible explanations for nonresponses, some of which may not have
been included in the model (e.g., currently we do not incorporate combinatorial effects). In contrast, a
signiﬁcant response is more likely to be consistent with (at least) one cascade.
Let Kp be the index set of signiﬁcant knock-out effects in the available data, those with p-values lower
than a given threshold (speciﬁc thresholds discussed below). We derive here potential functions only for
observations indexed by Kp . The signiﬁcant effects according to the error model are not assumed to be
necessarily correct. Each pairwise effect is ﬁrst tied to an unobserved variable that represents an actual
(as opposed to measured) knock-out effect. The actual knock-out effects are subsequently associated with
variables along candidate pathways.
We introduce here three types of variables:
• K = {kij : (i, j ) ∈ Kp } is a collection of the discrete variables of actual pairwise single knock-out
effects taking values in {−1, 0, +1} where kij denotes the effect of knocking out gene gi on gene
gj and kij = −1 if gj is down-regulated, +1 if gj is up-regulated, and 0 if gj is unaffected by the
knock-out.
• ) = {σij a : (i, j ) ∈ Kp , πa ∈ *} is a collection of binary (0/1) path selection variables, where * is the
set of all valid paths in G (the notion of a valid path will be clariﬁed later) and σij a denotes whether
path πa is active causal explanation of knock-out effect kij .
• O = {oij : (i, j ) ∈ Kp } denotes the measurements of gene expression levels in knock-out experiments.
The actual knock-out effect kij is tied to the measurement oij via a potential function φij analogously
to the protein–DNA and protein–protein interaction data:


P (oij |kij )
φij (kij ; oij ) ∝
P (oij |kij = 0)


(13)

where the likelihood ratios are derived from the available error model. We explain each such knock-out
effect with a cascade of molecular interactions. For example, if two genes gi and gj are connected via a
path π in the skeleton graph, the path is directed from gi to gj , and the aggregate sign along π agrees with
kij ∈ {−1, 1}, then the path is said to explain kij . A valid path has to satisfy several additional constraints.
For π to qualify as an explanation for kij , it must satisfy the following conditions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The end nodes of π are gi and gj .
The last edge in π is a protein–DNA interaction.
All the edges in π are in the forward direction (from gi to gj ).
The signs of the edges along π are consistent with the sign of the knock-out effect.
The length of π is less than a predeﬁned upper bound.
If intermediate genes along π have been knocked out, they also exhibit a knock-out effect on gj .

The ﬁrst condition reiterates the assumption that a cascade of physical interactions explains regulatory
effects. The second condition deﬁnes the last step of gene regulation to be transcriptional control. The
third condition ensures that the path has a causal interpretation. The fourth condition is evident as stated,
and the ﬁfth one excludes unreasonably long cascades. The last condition requires that each interaction
along a path is a necessary component for gene regulation with the exception of combinatorial effects and
missing data. A path which satisﬁes these conditions is a candidate explanation for kij . We say that kij
is explained by the physical model if there exists at least one path which satisﬁes these conditions. These
conditions can be modiﬁed to incorporate simple notions of coordinate regulation.
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Conditions 1, 2, and 5 can be veriﬁed without knowing how the edges are annotated, merely assuming
that they can exist (are present in the skeleton graph). Therefore, for each kij , we can identify a set
of connecting paths *ij = {π1 , . . . , πn } which satisfy these conditions. Set *ij contains all candidate
paths which could in principle explain kij . A candidate path, if selected, imposes three types of additional
constraints on the variables: conditions 3 and 4 together with the fact that all the edges must exist along
the path.
Let πa ∈ *ij be a candidate explanatory path of kij , Ea = {ea ∈ πa } = Ea ∪ Ēa denote the protein–
DNA and protein–protein edges along πa , Xa = {xe : e ∈ Ea }, Sa = {se : e ∈ Ea } be the edge presence
and signs along πa , and Da = {de : e ∈ Ēa } be the directions of protein–protein edges along πa . Then πa
explains kij if the following conditions hold:
• ∀e ∈ Ea , xe = 1.

• e∈E se = −kij .
a
• ∀e ∈ Ēa , de = d̂e (d̂e is determined by our deﬁnition of path direction).
The potential function encoding these conditions can be expressed as follows:
ψij a (Xa , Sa , Da , kij ) =



I (xe = 1) · I

e∈Ea

 

se = −kij

e∈Ea

·



I (de = d̂e )

(14)

e∈Ēa

where I (.) is a 0/1 indicator function.
When there are multiple candidate paths connecting gi and gj , we require that the conditions along
at least one of the paths sufﬁce to explain kij . Encoding these OR-like constraints in a single potential
function is cumbersome. Instead, we introduce auxiliary path selection variables and factorize the potential
function into terms corresponding to single paths. Recall that σij a denotes the selection variable of path
πa , σij a = 1 if πa is used to explain kij , and zero otherwise. Physically, σij a represents whether the
pathway πa plays a regulatory role in the context of the speciﬁc experiment. The potential function ψij a
in Equation (14) is augmented with variable σij a :
ψij a (Xa , Sa , Da , kij , σij a ) = &1 + (1 − &1 ) · I (σij a = 1) · ψij a (Xa , Sa , Da , kij ).

(15)

The potential function does not vanish even when the constraints are violated so as to allow other causes
(those not included in the model) to explain the knock-out effect. Our experimental results are not sensitive
to the speciﬁc value of &1 .
We construct a potential function term ψijOR to specify the condition that at least one candidate path is
selected to explain kij if kij is explained. Similarly to other potential functions, ψijOR is a “soft” logical
OR:
ψijOR (σij 1 , . . . , σij |*ij | )



= & + (1 − &) 1 −
I (σij a = 0) .

(16)

a

Combining Equations (15) and (16), the potential function associated with each pairwise knock-out effect
is as follows. Let Eij = ∪πa ∈*ij Ea , Xij = ∪πa ∈*ij Xa , Sij = ∪πa ∈*ij Sa , Dij = ∪πa ∈*ij Dd , and )ij =
{σij a : πa ∈ *ij }, then
ψij (Xij , Sij , Dij , )ij , kij ) = ψ OR (σij 1 , . . . , σij |*ij | ) ·



ψij a (Xa , Sa , Da , σij a , kij )

(17)

a

and ψij0 returns a relatively high value if there at least exists a path which can explain kij provided selected
paths all satisfy the conditions of explanation. Moreover, the returned value is higher if there are more
paths which explain the knock-out effect. Note that this bias encourages parallel pathways as explanations
(the effect is mediated by multiple alternative pathways).
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4. PROBABILITY MODEL AND INFERENCE
We can now combine the potential functions into a joint distribution over the variables in the physical model so that the probability value reﬂects the degree of support that each possible physical model
(annotated graph) has in the available data. Speciﬁcally,
P (XEG , SEG , DĒG , XĒG , SĒG , K, ) | YEG , YĒG , OK )



∝
φei (xei ; yei ) ·
φēj (xēj ; yēj ) ·
φij (kij ; oij )ψij (Xij , Dij , Sij , )ij , kij ).
ei ∈EG

ēj ∈ĒG

(18)

(i,j )∈Kp

The potential functions are combined in a product form because we assume that individual measurements
of interactions or knock-out effects are statistically independent. This may not be a realistic assumption;
for example, readings of adjacent spots on microarrays may be correlated. However, it is a sensible
simpliﬁcation to start with since adequate models of dependencies in the measurements are not yet available.
The joint distribution in Equation (18) is naturally viewed as a speciﬁc class of graphical models, namely
factor graphs (see, e.g., Kschischang et al. [2001]). A factor graph is simply a probability model, where
the joint distribution is represented as a product of potential functions called factors. Factor graphs are
visualized as undirected graphs, where the variables appear as circles and factors as squares. An edge is
drawn between a variable and a factor whenever the factor depends on the variable. This representation is
convenient for guiding inference calculations.
To ﬁnd the most likely realization of the physical model, we ﬁnd the most likely settings of the variables
in the joint distribution (MAP conﬁguration). Since the joint distribution involves a large number of interdependent variables, we settle for ﬁnding an approximate MAP conﬁguration with distributed messagepassing algorithms, such as the max-product (see, e.g., Kschischang et al. [2001], Weiss et al. [2001],
Wainwright et al. [2002]). These algorithms ﬁnd a locally consistent setting of the variables, where the
notion of locality is tied to the factor graph, but are not necessarily guaranteed to ﬁnd the exact MAP
conﬁguration. Some guarantees already exist (Weiss et al., 2001; Wainwright et al., 2002), however.
We note that our use of approximate methods for ﬁnding the most likely physical model here is analogous
to the use of greedy search algorithms in clustering, estimation of Bayesian networks, or relational models
from the available data. Greedy search algorithms offer little or no guarantees of ﬁnding the best solution
but are nevertheless useful in practice.
We provide here a brief overview of the max-product algorithm in this context; more details can be
found in the references provided or in the supplemental material (Yeang et al., 2003).
In order to ﬁnd a MAP conﬁguration, it is sufﬁcient to evaluate so called max-marginals for each
variable,
Pxmax (x) = max P (x, U\{x},
U\{x}

(19)

where U stands for all the variables in the model. If the MAP conﬁguration is unique, then the maxmarginals have unique maximizing arguments. Otherwise, there are multiple MAP conﬁgurations, and
they may need to be uncovered recursively.
The max-product algorithm is a local propagation algorithm that evaluates approximate max-marginals
for each variable. We can understand the algorithm as follows. Each factor or potential function in the
joint distribution ties together the values of the variables involved. The max-product algorithm determines,
for each potential, what information needs to be shared between the variables in order to evaluate their
max-marginals, assuming that the associated variables are independent of each other in the absence of the
potential in question. All the operations are local in this sense. The algorithm is guaranteed to ﬁnd the
correct max-marginals whenever the factor graph has a tree-like structure; stronger guarantees are available
(Weiss and Freeman, 2001), particularly for modiﬁed versions of the algorithm (Wainwright et al., 2002).
In our setting, some of the potential functions (those associated with knock-out effects) involve many
binary variables. The potential functions have special structure, however, that can be exploited so that the
application of the algorithm is efﬁcient. We use the resulting approximate max-marginals as proxies for
the correct max-marginals.
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The resulting approximate max-marginals may sometimes fail to identify a unique MAP conﬁguration. In
other words, some of the max-marginals may not have unique maximizing arguments. In this case, we apply
the following recursive procedure. At each iteration, we run the max-product algorithm conditioned on the
ﬁxed values obtained from previous steps. Variables are ﬁxed if their inferred max-marginal probabilities
yield a unique max argument. If there are still undetermined variables, then we choose one such variable,
ﬁx it to one of the degenerate values, and continue the iteration. The algorithm stops when all variables
have been set.
In a relatively well-constrained case (for example, the pheromone response network in Section 5.1),
the recursive search is capable of identifying all (approximate) MAP conﬁgurations. At each iteration, the
algorithm branches out with all degenerate values of the selected variable. The resulting MAP conﬁgurations
are represented as a decision tree, where internal branches represent values that were ﬁxed and each leaf
corresponds to a full conﬁguration.
The problem of enumerating all MAP conﬁgurations becomes intractable as the number of variables
greatly exceeds the number of available constraints. This is the case in the genomewide analysis. Instead of
generating all MAP conﬁgurations, we revise the recursive algorithm to decompose the physical network
into subnetworks such that the variables in different subnetworks do not interfere given the constraints from
the available data. The MAP conﬁgurations can be therefore expressed as a product of subconﬁgurations
in subnetworks. The details of the subnetwork decomposition algorithm are described in the supplemental
material (Yeang et al.. 2003).

5. EMPIRICAL RESULTS
The data we used to evaluate the physical models framework consisted of a) high throughput chIP data
of protein–DNA interactions in S. cerevisiae (Lee et al., 2002), b) protein–protein interactions from the
YPD and DIP databases, and c) mRNA expression of knock-out experiments (Hughes et al., 2000). We
selected protein–DNA pairs with p-value cutoff of 0.001 and signiﬁcant pairwise knock-out effects with
p-value cutoff 0.02. These threshold values naturally change the input to the model, but as demonstrated
below in a cross-validation setting, the quality of the resulting predictions remains largely intact over a
range of threshold values.
Our empirical results focus on the following points. First, we demonstrate that the MAP conﬁguration(s)
provide explanations for a number of knock-out effects. Second, we show in a cross-validation setting that
the resulting physical models are able to predict out-of-sample knock-out responses. Third, we demonstrate
that the predictive power is robust to various parameter choices as well as the addition of random edges to
the skeleton graph. Fourth, we show that the models help identify knock-out effects that cannot be explained
with the currently available molecular interactions. After the quantitative tests, we extract subnetworks from
the inferred models. We ﬁrst uncover subnetworks whose attributes are uniquely determined by the data
and then decompose the remaining model into products of subnetworks. We compare the subnetworks to
yeast biology.
We begin with a small scale analysis involving the yeast mating response, followed by a genomewide
analysis.

5.1. Mating response pathways
We selected 46 genes involved in pheromone response pathways, those discussed in Hartemink et al.
(2002), and an additional set of 14 genes bound by STE12 and which have signiﬁcant changes in STE12
(STE12 knock-out). We extracted 37 protein–DNA interactions from the location analysis data and 30
protein–protein interactions from the yeast database (YPD).3 Thirteen genes on the list are deleted in the
compendium dataset: STE2, STE4, STE18, FUS3, STE7, STE11, STE5, STE12, KSS1, STE20, SST2,
SIN3, TUP1. There are 149 pairwise knock-out interactions generated from these experiments. The list of
physical and knock-out interactions is provided in the supplementary website (Yeang et al., 2003).

3 www.incyte.com/tools/proteome/databases.jsp
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Table 2. Cross Validation on
Knock-Out Pairs
# hold-outs

# trials

% error

1
5
20

106
200
200

2.83%
3.5%
5.9%

The yeast mating response network has been analyzed in great detail (see, e.g., Schrick et al. [1997]).
Here we give a very brief overview of the major pathway. Pheromone molecules are bound by receptors
(STE2, or STE3) at the cellular membrane. STE2 receptor is linked to the G-protein complex (GPA1,
STE4, STE18), which activates the signal transduction cascade of MAP kinases (STE20 → STE11 →
STE7 → FUS3/KSS1 → STE12). STE12 subsequently turns on mating-speciﬁc genes.4 Some matingspeciﬁc genes are also activated by the transcription factor MCM1. In addition, KSS1 enables STE12 to
activate genes involved in ﬁlamentous growth.
Potential functions for explaining knock-out effects and the joint probability function over these variables
were constructed as described in Section 3. Here we restrict the path length ≤ 5.
We measure the ﬂexibility of the physical network model by verifying how many of the knock-out
effects can be explained. An explanation means that for each path which connects the knock-out pair and
is selected according to the MAP conﬁguration (σa = 1), the variables along the path satisfy conditions
1–6 in Section 3.6. Since potential functions encode soft constraints about knock-out effects, it is possible
that some of these constraints are not satisﬁed in a MAP conﬁguration. Among the 149 knock-out pairs in
13 experiments, there are 106 pairs in 9 experiments which are connected via candidate paths of length ≤ 5
in the skeleton network. All those 106 pairs are successfully explained by all the resulting four equivalent
MAP conﬁgurations. Moreover, only 21 knock-out interactions are trivially explained by direct protein–
DNA binding by STE12. All other effects have to be explained by paths longer than 1. This illustrates
the advantage of incorporating pathway information over explanations based on protein–DNA interactions
alone.
We then veriﬁed the predictive accuracy of the model in a leave-out cross validation sense. We randomly
held out a ﬁxed number of knock-out pairs when constructing the potential functions and running the
inference algorithm. For each leave-out pair, we then examined whether all the connecting valid paths in
all MAP models yielded the sign change consistent with its knock-out effect. Table 2 shows the results of
leave-n-out cross validation, where n equals to 1, 5, and 20. For the number of leave-out pairs > 1, the
error rate was computed by dividing the total number of mistakenly predicted held-out pairs by the total
number of held-out pairs in all trials. For instance, in the leave-20-out experiment over 200 trials, there
are 20 × 200 = 4,000 possible held-out pairs (many of them are repeated), and 236 pairs are inaccurately
predicted over the 200 trials. The reported error rate is therefore 236/4,000 = 5.9%. The knock-out pairs
considered in the cross validation experiments are those connected via valid paths in the skeleton graph.
The low error rate in each experiment indicates that the algorithm can predict the knock-out effects with
high degree of accuracy. This is to be expected since there are sufﬁcient number of knock-out experiments
perturbing a small network, and the information about each knock-out interaction is distributed among
multiple interactions along pathways.
Although the cross-validation outcome is encouraging, the results may have been artifacts of a particular
setting of the model parameters/thresholds. We provide here a sensitivity analysis to exclude this possibility.
We considered the following adjustable parameters: the maximum length of candidate paths, thresholds
on p-values of selecting candidate protein–DNA and knock-out pairs, and the error probabilities used as soft
constraints in the potential functions (&1 in Equation (15), results not shown for brevity). In addition, we
also performed the cross validation tests by adding random edges (both protein–DNA and protein–protein
interactions) to the skeleton graph. We performed ten random trials for each ﬁxed number of added edges
and reported the average test accuracy over the ten trials. Figure 2 shows the leave-one-out test accuracy

4 www.mips.gsf.de/proj/yeast/CYGD/db/index.html
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FIG. 2.

Sensitivity analysis on test accuracy.

rates across a wide range of these parameters. The test accuracy here is normalized by the number of
knock-out effects that the inferred model could in principle explain, i.e., the number of knock-out pairs
connected via valid paths (this is a function of the number of edges they contain). The default values of
these parameters are location p-value threshold = 10−3 , knock-out p-value threshold = 0.02, &1 = 0.3,
and the maximum path length = 5. Robustness tests were carried out by varying one parameter and ﬁxing
all others at their default values.
It is clear that test errors are robust against the location and knock-out p-value thresholds as well as the
potential function values. In contrast, test errors are sensitive to the path-length upper bound. The models
constructed from short paths (length < 3) cannot accurately predict knock-out effects since short paths
receive little support from other knock-out effects. The test errors are also robust against the addition of
random edges: they increase only from 2% to 7% even when the number of random edges added to the
skeleton graph is approximately equal to the original size of the skeleton graph.
Quantitative tests results suggest the inferred models can both ﬁt existing data and predict new knock-out
effects according to related constraints. To further validate the results, we directly compared the inferred
models with the current knowledge about the yeast mating pathway. We ﬁrst applied the max-product
algorithm once and identiﬁed the variables whose values were uniquely determined by the max-marginal
probabilities. Figure 3 shows the physical subnetwork annotated with these attributes. It is visualized using
Cytoscape,5 a freeware developed by Ideker et al. Solid lines correspond to protein–DNA and dash lines
represent protein–protein interactions. The directions of protein–DNA arrows are given in the data, while
the arrows of protein–protein edges are inferred from the model. Edge signs are color coded with black
(positive) and light gray (negative).
The inferred results have substantial overlap with the biology of yeast mating response. First, all
protein–DNA edges emanating from STE12 have positive signs. This result conﬁrms the activating role
of STE12. Second, the inferred directions of protein–protein interactions (STE18,STE4), (STE4,STE5),
(STE5,STE11), (STE7,FUS3), (STE7,KSS1), (FUS3,STE12) and (KSS1,STE12) are all consistent with
the directions of the MAP kinase signal transduction pathway. These directions are reported because they

5 www.cytoscape.org
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Invariant part of yeast mating response network.

yield consistent explanations for the depressions of the STE12-regulated genes in deletion experiments
STE5, STE11, and STE7.
However, some inferred attribute values contradict current biology. The inferred direction of (STE7,
STE11) is the opposite to the signal transduction direction. This is because STE11 also binds to KSS1
and FUS3 and the knock-out effects in STE7 experiment are explained by paths STE7 → STE11
→ KSS1/FUS3 → STE12 → downstream genes. Finally, the edges (FUS3,STE12), (STE7,FUS3), and
(STE11,FUS3) have negative signs because a few STE12-controlled genes are up-regulated in the FUS3
experiment. Since FUS3 is a MAP kinase which activates STE12, these responses are not caused by
the phosphorylation cascade. Without additional information, assigning negative signs to these edges is a
consistent explanation. The contradiction suggests potentially new pathways/mechanisms. For example, the
up-regulated genes in the FUS3 experiment may connect to FUS3 via a negative feedback mechanism.
Moreover, although FUS3 and KSS1 (indirectly) activate genes of different functions (mating response and
ﬁlamentous growth, respectively), both kinases also function in complementary fashion. Single deletions
of FUS3  and KSS1  yield only a few changes in STE12-controlled genes, while the double deletion
FUS3  KSS1  generates signiﬁcant impacts. Thus, the pathways containing FUS3 or KSS1 in fact
violate condition 6 in Section 3.5 (the deletion of all intermediate genes should exhibit signiﬁcant effects).
We then applied the max-product algorithm recursively to enumerate all MAP conﬁgurations. Since this
small network is constrained by 13 knock-out experiments, there are only 4 MAP conﬁgurations. All degeneracies occur at edge signs, and these conﬁgurations can be expressed as products of subconﬁgurations of
two subnetworks. Figure 4 shows these decomposed subconﬁgurations. Subnetwork 1 reﬂects the ambiguity of the sign of protein–protein interaction (STE12,MCM1). Some genes which are down-regulated in the
STE12 experiment are bound jointly by STE12 and MCM1 (with protein–DNA interactions). Thus, their
knock-out effects in STE12 can be explained either by the direct protein–DNA bindings of STE12 or the
paths mediated by MCM1. Since the MCM1 experiment is unavailable (in fact, deleting MCM1 is lethal
in yeast), we speculate that both paths STE12 → downstream genes and STE12 → MCM1 → downstream
genes are active pathways. The product of signs of (STE12,MCM1) and (MCM1,downstream genes) is
ﬁxed while individual signs are not. Subnetwork 2 reﬂects the ambiguity of the sign of protein–protein
interaction (GPA1,STE11). This edge is essential for explaining the up-regulation of genes in SST2 and
STE2 experiments. However, the same group of genes are also down-regulated in the STE11 experiment, and these down regulations can be explained by paths from STE11 to the affected genes. Therefore,
the aggregate signs along the paths from STE11 to these genes are positive, and the aggregate signs along
the paths SST2 → GPA1 → STE11 and STE2 → GPA1 → STE11 are negative.
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FIG. 4.

Variant part of yeast mating response network.

5.2. Genome-wide analysis
The location analysis data covers the binding proﬁles of 106 transcription factors on 6,135 genes (Lee
et al., 2002). By choosing p-value threshold 0.001, we extracted 5,485 protein–DNA pairs from the
data. There are 14,876 protein–protein interactions of yeast proteins reported in the DIP database. The
compendium dataset contains 271 single-gene deletion experiments (Hughes et al., 2000). By choosing the
p-value threshold to be 0.02, we extracted 23,766 pairwise knock-out effects.
Although the size of the entire physical network is 300 times larger compared to the pheromone response
network, the fraction of knock-out effects which can possibly be explained by this network is smaller. By
restricting the length ≤ 3, only about one-twentieth (1,091 out of 23,766) of all knock-out pairs are
connected via valid paths. This small fraction may be due to limitations of the model (a longer path length
or additional mechanisms may be required) or limitations of the available data (protein–DNA and protein–
protein interactions are not complete). In this paper, we restrict path length to ≤ 3 for computational
efﬁciency and focus only on the knock-out pairs which are connected in the skeleton graph via short paths.
The list of physical and knock-out interactions is provided in the supplementary website (Yeang et al.,
2003).
We ﬁrst report results from quantitative analysis. We applied the max-product algorithm once to infer the
variables whose values are uniquely determined by the data. The resulting model induces a much smaller
network: it contains 128 genes and 142 physical interactions and explains 194 knock-out interactions. We
then recursively instantiated one MAP conﬁguration. This conﬁguration explains 986 knock-out interactions. Some of the additional 792 knock-out pairs explained by the nonunique part of the network may be
due to the artifacts of the recursive instantiation. However, by randomizing the instantiation of 100 MAP
conﬁgurations, we found that most of those knock-out pairs (984 out of 1,091) are explained by all the
MAP conﬁgurations.
There are 105 knock-out pairs connected by valid paths but not explained by any speciﬁc MAP conﬁguration. This is because the edge signs involved yield contradictions. For instance, in Fig. 5 the sign of edge
(GLN3,GCN4) is known to be negative from the invariant (uniquely determined) part of the network. Since
GLN3 → GCN4 → MET4 → MET14 is the only pathway connecting GLN3 and GCN4 to MET14, the
knock-out effects (GLN3,MET14,-) and (GCN4,MET14,-) cannot be simultaneously explained. We note
that ﬁnding contradictions of this type cannot be done simply on the basis of the available molecular
interaction data.
We summarize the types of protein–protein interactions involved in explaining knock-out effects in
Table 3. These are roughly similar to the numbers of protein–protein interactions from small-scale and
high-throughput experiments. However, since there are far more interactions reported in high-throughput
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FIG. 5.

Table 3.

Contradictory knock-out effects.

Protein–Protein Interactions Involved in
Explaining Knock-Out Effects

Type

Not used

Used ≤ 10 times

Used > 10 times

High-throughput
Small-scale

11650
2647

140
93

23
19

data, the usage is strongly biased toward interactions from small-scale experiments. The p-value of the
corresponding hyper-geometric test is < 4.8 × 10−17 .
Figure 6 illustrates the subnetworks from uniquely determined variables. The graph semantics is identical
to Fig. 3, and red-shaded nodes denote genes for which we have knock-out data. The graph is composed
of the following subnetworks:
• The subnetwork of the pheromone response pathway is partially retrieved by the algorithm. Because the
maximum path length is shorter, the part involving STE20, STE8, and STE4 is not covered.
• GCN4 activates a number of genes involved in amino acid synthesis (Natarajan et al., 1999). The
evidence comes from both protein–DNA bindings and the knock-out experiment GCN4. In addition,
GLN3 binds to GCN4 promoter, and deleting GLN3 up-regulates some genes controlled by GCN4. Thus,
the edge (GLN3,GCN4) has a negative sign. ARG80 also regulates a few genes involved in arginine
synthesis.
• SWI5 activates a number of genes involved in cell cycle control.
• SWI4, SWI6, MBP1, and CLB2 are all involved in cell cycle control, particularly genes expressed at
G1/S phases (Simon et al., 2001). Some genes are affected in both SWI4 and SWI6 experiments,
and some are affected in both SWI4 and MBP1 experiments. In contrast to previous knowledge that
these factors are activators, protein–DNA edges emanating from them have both positive and negative
signs.
• YAP1 regulates genes involved in oxidative stress response (Cohen et al., 2002). HIR2 regulates histones
HHT1 and HHF2. MAC1 regulates FRE1 and FTR1 involved in iron utilization (Andrews et al., 1999).
We could no longer enumerate all MAP conﬁgurations since the number of variables far exceeds the
number of constraints. Instead, we applied the recursive algorithm described in Section 4 (see also Yeang
et al. [2003]) to decompose the model into submodels. Within each submodel, we can change the values
of undetermined variables independently with respect to other submodels. We identiﬁed 22 submodels
which contain more than ﬁve undetermined variables. Figure 7 shows three of these submodels that are
biologically signiﬁcant. We illustrate the knock-out effects explained by these subnetworks and summarize
the biology of the subnetworks whenever relevant information is available from YPD and MIPS databases.
A complete list of submodels is provided on the supplementary website (Yeang et al., 2003).
• Network 1 contains protein–DNA interactions (SWI4,SOK2), (SOK2,YAP6), (SOK2,CUP9), (SOK2,
MSN4), and (SOK2,HAP4) and protein–DNA interactions emanating from hubs SOK2, CUP9, YAP6,
MSN4, and HAP4. This structure explains many responses in the SWI4 experiment. SOK2 is a hub
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FIG. 6.

Physical network model uniquely determined from Rosetta data.

which relays the inﬂuence of SWI4 on the downstream genes. We have not found functional relations
between those hub genes in the YPD and MIPS databases.
• Network 2 contains a protein–protein interaction pathway TUP6 → SSN6 → NRG1 and protein–
DNA interactions from NRG1 to a few genes. The protein–protein bindings of (TUP1,SSN6) and
(SSN6,NRG1) are essential for explaining some up-regulated genes in TUP1 and SSN6 experiments. NRG1 is a transcription repressor involved with glucose metabolism. Its repression function is
activated by recruiting the SSN6-TUP1 complex (Park et al., 1999).
• Network 3 contains protein–protein interaction (ARG80,ARG81) and protein–DNA interactions from
ARG81 to arginine biosynthesis genes. It is responsible for explaining some knock-out effects in the
ARG80 experiment. ARG80 and ARG81 are known to form a complex in regulating arginine biosynthesis genes (Rijcke et al., 1992). The inferred model conﬁrms this result.

6. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a new modeling framework for reconstructing annotated molecular networks—
physical network models—from multiple sources of data. Physical models are based on explicit descriptions
of candidate properties and causal mechanisms to be inferred from the available data. In this paper, we
developed a speciﬁc realization of the general methodology, where causal regulatory mechanisms were
taken to be cascades of molecular interactions, paths in the associated graph.
The resulting annotated molecular interactions networks were shown to be highly predictive about knockout effects in a cross-validation setting involving the yeast mating pathway. In a genomewide analysis, a
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much smaller fraction of knock-out effects could be explained by short paths (of lengths ≤ 3); the results
reﬂect primarily the lack of systematic knock-out data to constrain annotations of interaction networks.
Inferred subnetworks from the genomewide analysis were nevertheless largely consistent with the current
understanding of transcriptional regulation in yeast.
There are several immediate extensions of the basic approach including 1) computational experiment
design and 2) coordinate regulation. First, the genomewide models are currently underconstrained due to the
lack of available knock-out data. We can prioritize new gene deletion experiments according to their ability
to distinguish between competing network models. Such calculations are supported by physical models
since they also capture the uncertainty about possible network models. The experiment design approach
described here is currently in use. Second, our approach in this paper does not model coordinate binding
or activation of transcription factors; each transcription factor is considered in isolation. However, many
transcription factors operate in concert in regulating associated genes (e.g., Lee et al., 2002). Coordinate
regulation can be modeled within the physical modeling framework by articulating a set of candidate
mechanisms.
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